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Abstract

A novel procedure for the synthesis of uniform europium doped yttria powder was developed. It was prepared by chemically
growth-controlled method in the presence of surface modifier. A mixture of Tween-80 (polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitate) and b-alanine,
was used as surface modifier. The obtained powder was pure and highly crystalline. The powder was also examined via Fourier
transformation infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy to determine the presence of nitrate ions along with the powder at pre and post calcination.
Thermal behavior of the powder was investigated by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA). High
Resolution Transmission Microscopy (HRTEM) reveals that the particle size is around 22 nm. Chemical microanalysis of europium doped
yttria was made by energy dispersive spectrum analyzer (EDS) attached along with HRTEM and indicated a Y/Eu atomic ratio 2.1. The

31fluorescence spectra of calcined powder showed that the Eu ions were in low symmetry bonding sites in the yttria structure.
.
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1. Introduction tion [9]. In order to utilize chemical processes for the
synthesis of nanosized powders, these reactions have to be

The production of reliable and reproducible ceramic avoided by controlling the thermodynamics of the inter-
materials for high technology applications requires strict faces within the reacting system. Surface free energy of the
control over their powder charcteristics which include particle can be reduced to an appropriate level by the
chemical homogeneity, low impurity levels, small partcle interaction of the surface modifier with the surface of
size, narrow size distribution and freedom from agglome- particle [10]. Various oxide powders, including 2ZrO –2

ration [1–5]. A variety of methods e.g. sol–gel, chemical Yb O [11], yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [12], SiO2 3 2

precipitation of precursors in aqueous or organic solutions, [13] and ZrO [14] have been produced using different2

thermal decompostion of solutions by spraying technique, surfactants either in chemical growth control reaction or
high alkaline and hydrothermal precipitation have been emulsion based technique.
proposed for obtaining small, uniform, unagglomerated It is well known that the europium doped yttria has its
powders. These methods so-called ‘wet chemical meth- own importance for its application in scintillation and color
ods,’ have been found to be successful for number of TV picture tube. But for the application of this material as
systems [6–8]. advanced material, a regular particle size is a necessary

These wet chemical methods start from molecular requirement. Therefore, this work presents not only a new
precursors and consequently have to undergo a growth method of the preparation of europium doped yttria but
reaction to form nanosize particles. However, these nanos- also produces the nanoscale particle. Chemical controlled
ized particulate systems tend to minimize their surface free method in presence of surface active modifier (a mixture of
energy either by growing to large particles or agglomera- tween-80 and b-alanine) was developed for the synthesis

of this material. This method can be considered interesting
*Corresponding author. for its simplicity, reproducibility and easy scale up.

.
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Nitrates of metal ions were used as initial reagent because
nitrates are readily soluble in ethanol. This study also
demonstrates the crystallinity and crystallite size of the
powders. As this powder was derived by a wet method
therefore a detail study was made on the chemical analysis
via Fourier transformation infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy
and energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) analyzer. This
paper also explains the thermal behavior and physical
properties of the resultant europium doped yttria powder.
The effect of heat treatment on fluorescence behavior of
europium ion in doped yttria matrices has also been
reported in brief.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of europium doped yttria

Solution (A) was prepared by dissolving a known
amount of Y(NO ) .5H O (0.044 mol) and Eu(NO )3 3 2 3 3

5H O (3 mol%) in ethanol. Solution was then stirred for 22

h. Another solution (B) was prepared by dissolving 10
wt% of surface modifier (1:1 mixture of tween-80 and
b-alanine) with respect to Eu O /Y O in 50 ml of2 3 2 3

aqueous ammonium hydroxide solution (pH.10). The
resultant solution was stirred again. The solution (A) was
then added to the modifier solution drop by drop through
burette at the controlled rate (10–15 drops per min) with
vigorous stirring. This suspension was stirred continuously
for two h. The obtained gel was subjected to centrifuge at
the rate of 6000 rpm for 30 min. The aqueous and organic

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the powder preparation.liquids in the centrifugate were removed by drying the gel
in the oven at 708C for 24 h. The powder was heat treated
in a box furnace at 4508C for 2 h in an air atmosphere. The
final product was a white powder. A schematic diagram of
the whole preparation is shown in Fig. 1. resolution transmission microscope (HRTEM) (Philips CM

200) operated at 200 kV with a line resolution of 1.4. The
2.2. Characterization microscope is equipped with a Si-detector for energy

dispersive spectrum (EDS) analysis for the microchemical
The crystalline phase of the powder was determined by investigation of TEM sample. For TEM specimen prepara-

powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on D-500 Siemens pow- tion, the copper grid was used which was covered with a
der diffractometer. The infra red spectra of the sample was very thin film of amorphous carbon for holding the
recorded on a Fourier-transformation infrared spec- nanosize particles. It also avoids the charge effect during
trophotometer (Brucker IFS 25). Thermal analysis was the microscopy examinations. The copper grid was dipped

¨carried out on Bahar thermoanalyzer (STA 501) in air in a suspension of examined solution.
from 258C to 8008C. The particle size of the powder was
determined by using microtrac particle size analyzer (UPA
9200). The samples for particle size analysis were prepared 2.4. Fluorescence properties
by making a powder suspension in the deionized water.
The suspension was ultrasonicated for 15 min so that Pallets of the powder were prepared by a load of 5 tons.
particle should not be settled down. A known amount of the powder was used for the pallet

formation. The pallet is dried well in the oven at 708C for
2.3. Microstructure and nanostructure 1 h to avoid any moisture. The fluorescence spectra were

measured with a Hitachi fluorescence spectrophotometer
The nanostructure of particle was investigated in a high with a 150 W xenon lamp (3100).
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weight loss due to dehydration corresponded to a two step
endothermic process in which physical adsorbed water was
assumed to be lost before more strongly held chemisorbed
water that was surface hydroxyl group and water coordi-
nated to the metal ions [15]. The DTA curve shows one
more endotherm at 3708C, which can be attributed to the
partial dehydroxilation [16]. An exothermic peak between
2708C-3208C was expected which could be assigned for
the removal of organic which accompanying with a
corresponding weight loss in TG. The absence of any
exothermic peak in the DTA curve for the removal of
higher molecular weight organic (b-alanine and tween-80)
in this temperature range was surprising. Absence of such
an exothermic peak may be attributed to the following
reason: an exothermic reaction that occurs, but its presenceFig. 2. X-ray diffraction spectra of the powder at 4508C.
was masked by one of the endothermic peak associated
with a hydroxyl group since the temperature region
coincides with the endotherm.

Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show the FTIR spectra of the powders3. Results and discussion
dried at room temperature and calcined at 4508C. In the

21Fig. 4(a) a broad peak apparent at 3360 cm and a3.1. Phase analysis
21shoulder at 1685 cm , can be attributed to -OH stretching

21and bending respectively. The peak at 2956 cm wasXRD pattern of europium doped yttria is shown in Fig.
represented the stretching frequency of CH bond. The2. The powder obtained by this method is pure and highly

21peaks at 1380 and 1450 cm were assigned to thecrystalline at the temperature 4508C. XRD pattern confirms
stretching of C5C and C-C bonds. While the peaks at 1515the absence of any impurity due to precursor. It attributes

21 21cm and 1420 cm were due to the C–O bond stretchingthat the concentration used for europium is sufficient for a
and bending. The N-O stretching were found at 1560, 1030complete dissolution as a dopant in yttria.

21and 820 cm . FTIR spectrum of the dried gel showed that
the major constituents of the organic matter, have origi-3.2. Thermal and chemical characterization
nated apparently from tween-80, b-alanine and ethanol.
Peaks due to the organic matter, have disappeared whenFig. 3 shows typical thermal analysis results for the gel.
the gel was heated at 4508C (refer to Fig. 4(b)). TheThe dominant thermal process was observed between
elimination of the organic matter at this stage resembles1008C to 4308C. DTA showed endothermic and exother-
the TG/DTA results. But the major peaks due to N-O weremic phenomenon in the similar temperature range. There
retained. Since the powder was prepared at temperatureswas no further weight loss measured above 4308C. Initial

Fig. 3. TG-DTA curve of dried powder. Fig. 4. FTIR spectra of (a) dried gel and (b) heat treated at 4508C.
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the PSD is observed when the powder synthesized in
absence of modifier. The powder shows a broad PSD with
maxima at ¯6 mm. It is seen to a monomodal behavior
over the range from 19 to 38 nm giving an average particle
diameter of 24 nm for the powder with modifier. The
observed particle size distribution is narrow. The powder
at temperature 4508C was crystalline with the crystallite
sizes of 20.14, 20.78, 18.12, 22.35 and 20.82 nm (refer to
Fig. 5). The crystallite size was calculated from Scherrer’s
equation using the measured full width and half maxima
(FWHM) values of peaks [5]. The average crystallite size
is therefore, ca 20 nm.

The TEM micrograph reveals the particle size of around
22 nm and an oval morphology as shown in Fig. 6. This
particle size has consistency with the value of the particleFig. 5. Particle size distribution of the powder with modifier conc. (a)

0wt.% and (b) 10wt.%. size determined by UPA method. The microchemical
analysis of europium doped yttria was made by EDS (refer
to Fig. 7) and indicated a Y/Eu atomic ratio of 2.1. The

,4508C, it was expected that the powder obtained was a observed value was higher than that of expected for a
simple metal oxide with nitrate ions on the surface as Y/Eu (1.45). EDS analysis was also observed for the
indicated by DTA/TG analysis. different particles of the same sample to understand the

distribution of europium in the ytrria. This study indicated
3.3. Particle and morphological studies that the intensity of the europium peak in the EDS was

observed to be constant for all the particles in a sample.
Fig. 5 shows the particle size distribution (PSD), of the Therefore, It is an evidence of a homogeneous dispersion

powders with and without modifier. A bimodal behavior of of europium within the yttria.

Fig. 6. HRTEM micrograph of europium doped yitrria powder at 4508C. Background is an amorphous carbon layer.
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Fig. 7. EDS of europium doped yitrria.

5 7 313.4. Fluorescence properties sponding to D → F transition of Eu ions to the 6140 1
7nm emission band corresponding to the 5D → F transi-0 2

31A wavelength of 394 nm was used to excite Eu ions tion in dried gel was very different from that in calcined
5into the D energy level manifold. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate powders (refer to Figs. 8 and 9). However, a limited shift0

31the emission spectral evolution of the transition of the of wavelength of Eu emission band was observed in the
europium based yttria powder at pre and post calcination. different matrices (refer to Fig. 9(a,b)). It indicated that the
The intensity ratio of the 594 nm emission band corre- energy levels of the inner 4f electrons, which are shielded

Fig. 8. Emission fluorescence spectra of powder under l ¯394 nm at Fig. 9. Emission fluorescence spectra of powder under l ¯394 nm atexc. exc.

room temperature. (a) 3508C, (b) 4508C, and (c) powder without modifier at 4508C.
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